Introduction: Gene homology type classification is a requisite for many types of genome analyses, including comparative genomics, phylogenetics, and protein function annotation. A large variety of tools have been developed to perform homology classification across genomes of different species. However, when applied to large genomic datasets, these tools require high memory and CPU usage, typically available only in costly computational clusters. To address this problem, we developed a new graph-based orthology analysis tool, SwiftOrtho, which is optimized for speed and memory usage when applied to large-scale data.
Inparanoid extends the RBH orthology relationship to include both orthologs and 14 in-paralogs [4] [5] [6] . Specifically, Inparanoid distinguishes between orthologs and in- 15 paralogs, which were duplicated following a given speciation event [4] [5] [6] . It is then former identify orthologs and in-paralogs using proxy methods rather than directly 41 inferring homology type from gene and species evolutionary history. In practice, 42 graph-based methods have a similar accuracy as tree-based methods [9, 10, 19] . A 43 comparison of several methods that include both tree-based and graph-based meth- 44 ods found that tree-based methods had even a worse performance than graph-based 45 methods on large dataset [10] . One study compared several common methods in- 46 cluding RBH, graph-based and tree-based and found that tree-based methods often 47 give a higher specificity but lower sensitivity [20] . Several studies have also shown 48 that graph-based methods find a better trade-off between specificity and sensitiv- 49 ity than tree-based methods [10, 20, 21] . Due to their better speed and accuracy, 50 graph-based methods are generally preferred for analyzing large data set. 51 Graph-based methods such as OrthoMCL and InParanoid can analyze hundreds 52 of genomes, however they require considerable computational resources that may 53 not be readily available [22, 23] . 54 Here we developed a new orthology analysis tool named SwiftOrtho. SwiftOrtho 55 is a graph-based method focused on speed, accuracy and memory efficiency. We 56 compared SwiftOrtho with several existing graph-based tools using the gold stan-57 dard dataset Orthobench [12] , and the Quest for Orthologs service [24] . Using both 58 benchmarks, we show that SwiftOrtho provides a high accuracy with lower CPU 59 and memory usage than other graph-based methods. SwiftOrtho is a graph-based orthology prediction method that performs homology 63 search, orthology inference, and clustering by homology type. 64 Homology Search 65 SwiftOrtho employs a seed-and-extension algorithm to find homologous gene 66 pairs [25, 26] . At the seed phase, SwiftOrtho finds candidate target sequences that share common k-mers with the query sequence. k-mer size is an important fac-68 tor that affects search sensitivity and speed [27, 28] . SwiftOrtho therefore uses 69 long (≥ 6) k-mers to accelerate search speed. However, k-mer length is negatively 70 correlated with sensitivity [27] . To compensate for the loss of sensitivity caused 71 by increasing k-mer size, SwiftOrtho uses two approaches: non-consecutive k-mers 72 and reduced amino-acid alphabets. Non-consecutive k-mer seeds (known as spaced 73 seeds), were introduced in PatternHunter [17, 29] . The main difference between con-74 secutive seeds and spaced seeds is that the latter allow mismatches in alignment. For 75 example, the spaced seed 101101 allows mismatches at positions 2 and 5. The total 76 number of matched positions in a spaced seed is known as a weight, so the weight of 77 this seed is 4. A consecutive seed can be considered as a special case of spaced seed 78 in which its weight equal its length. Spaced seeds often provide a better sensitivity 79 than consecutive seeds [29, 30] . The default spaced seed patterns of SwiftOrtho are 80 1110100010001011, 11010110111 -two spaced seeds with weight of 8-but the user 81 may define their own spaced seeds. Seed patterns were optimized using SpEED [30] 82 and manual inspection. The choice of the spaced seeds and default alphabet are 83 elaborated upon in the Methods section in the Supplementary Materials. At the ex-84 tension phase, SwiftOrtho uses a variation of the Smith-Waterman algorithm [31] , 85 the k-banded Smith-Waterman or k-SWAT, which only allows for k gaps [32] . k- 86 SWAT fills a band of cells along the main diagonal of the similarity score matrix 87 ( Figure 2B ), and the complexity of k-swat is reduced to O(k · min(n, m)), where k 88 is the maximum allowed number of gaps.
89
Another method to mitigate the loss of sensitivity is to use reduced amino acid 90 alphabets. Reduced alphabets are used to represent protein sequences using an 91 alternative alphabet that combines several amino acids into a single representa-92 tive letter, based on common physico-chemical traits [33] [34] [35] . Compared with the 93 original alphabet of 20 amino acids, reduced alphabets usually improve sensitiv-ity [36, 37] . However, reduced alphabets also introduces less specific seeds than the 95 original alphabet, which reduces the search speed.
96
Orthology Inference 97 SwiftOrtho employs a graph-based approach as the method to infer orthologs, co-98 orthologs and in-paralogs from homologs ( Figure 1 ), and uses RBH to identify the 99 orthologs. If the bit score between gene A 1 and A 2 in genome A is higher than 100 that between A 1 and all its orthologs in other genomes, A 1 and A 2 are considered 101 in-paralogs in genome A. if A 1 in genome A and B 1 in genome B are orthologs, 102 in-paralogs of A 1 and B 1 are co-orthologs ( Figure 1 ). This process requires many 103 queries so it is therefore better to store the data in a way that facilitates fast 104 querying. SwiftOrtho sorts the data and uses a binary search algorithm to query 105 the sorted data, which significantly reduces memory usage when compared with an 106 Relational Database Management System or a hash table. With the help of this 107 query system, SwiftOrtho can process data that are much larger than the computer 108 memory.
Clustering Orthology Relationships into Orthologous Groups
122 SwiftOrtho provides two methods to cluster orthology relationships in orthologous 123 groups. One is the Markov Cluster algorithm (MCL), an unsupervised clustering 124 algorithm based on simulation of flow in graphs [18] . MCL is fast and robust on 125 small networks and has been used by several graph-based tools [17, [39] [40] [41] . However, For the large networks, SwiftOrtho uses an Affinity Propagation Clustering algorithm (APC) [42] . The APC algorithm finds a set of centers in a network, where the centers are the actual data points and are called "exemplars". To find exemplars, APC needs to keep two matrices of the responsibility matrix R and the availability matrix A. The element R i,k in R reflects how well-suited node k is to serve as the exemplar for node i while the element A i,k in R reflects how appropriate node i to choose node k as its exemplar [42] . APC uses Equation 1 to update R, and Equation 2 to update A, where i, k, i ′ , k ′ denote the node number, and S i,k ′ denotes the similarity between node i and node k ′ .
The node k that maximizes All the tools in this study use MCL [18] for clustering. To control the granularity of 188 the clustering, MCL performs an inflation operation controlled by -I option [18, 46] .
189
In this study, -I was set to 1. Table S1 ). In this study, each manually curated group of OrthoBench v2 set finds 199 the best match in the predicted orthologous groups, where the best match means 200 that the number of genes shared between manually curated and predicted orthologs 201 is maximized, and the precision and recall are calculated( Figure 3A. ).
202

Evaluation of Predicted Orthology Relationships 203
The Table S4 . SwiftOrtho was close to OrthAgogue's (Table S5) 261
Cluster Analysis 262
OrthoFinder identified the smallest number of orthologous groups. Other tools iden-263 tified many more orthologous groups than OrthoFinder, ranging from 36,901 to 264 51,297. The APC algorithm find fewer clusters than the MCL algorithm.
265
Evaluation of Predicted Orthologous Groups 266
The quality of predicted orthologous groups is shown in Figure 3 . OrthoFinder 267 has the best recall, while SwiftOrtho and OrthAgogue have top precision values 268 but lower recall values than other tools. Since SwiftOrtho and OrthAgogue use a 269 more stringent standard to perform orthology inference, this strategy often increases 270 precision but decreases recall [10, 20, 21] .
271
Because SwiftOrtho uses its built-in homology search module and its recall is 272 lower than BLASTP's, this may also cause a reduction in the recall of orthol- and APC on the same data. The results ( Figure 5) show that performance of APC 287 is very close to that of MCL. APC improves the recall of most tools ( Figure 5 ).
288
These results also show that APC is a reliable alternative to MCL. APC requires 289 less memory and can be used to cluster large-scale data.
290
Orthology Analysis on QfO 2011 291 The results of the orthology analysis on QfO 2011 are shown in OrthoMCL found many more orthologs and co-orthologs than the other tools. The evaluation shows that the performance of SwiftOrtho is close to that of Inpara-308 noid ( Figure 6 ). In some tests ( Figure 6 , D-E), SwiftOrtho outperformed Inparanoid. The results of orthology analysis on Bac are shown in Then, all the orthology prediction tools were employed for orthology inference. Finally, the predicted orthology relationships were clustered into orthologous groups by MCL algorithm.
Figure 5 Markov Clustering versus Affinity Propagation
Clustering. Both algorithms were applied to cluster the orthology relationships of the Euck set inferred by different orthology prediction tools, into orthologous groups. As OrthFinder does not report orthology relationships, the Affinity Propagation can not apply to its results. MCL: Markov Clustering algorithm; APC: Affinity Propagation Clustering. Figure 6 
Figure 6 The Benchmarking in
